AyrKing Syrup Stirrer
Model LS-8

Tired of mixing syrup for 4 hours by hand? How about 8 gallons of syrup in 1 hour by machine, without the back-breaking labor. Plus it delivers a constant brix reading every time!

Operating Instructions
Fill tank with water, bottlers grade sugar, and flavoring. Insert mixer into tank. Run for 1 hour. AyrKing LS-TB timer automatically shuts off unit after set time. Drain contents into soda kegs.

Space Requirements
The stirrer is only 13 3/4" diameter and 23 3/8" tall. It can be set on any level workspace. After completion, unit can be stored on a shelf until needed again.

Cleaning
Tank, faucet, and beater assembly are easily washed in a sink. The tank lid with motor is simply wiped down with a damp cloth.
AyrKing Syrup Stirrer
Model LS-8

Electrical Requirements:
115V, 40 Watt, 60 Hz

External timer box control available
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